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Reflection: God’s love 
 

My child, my precious child, 
I love you so. 

 
I have my arms around you now. 

 
I am so close; 

And only I know all that you are feeling. 
Warmth and joy; sadness or sorrow; 
Peace and hope; fear and questions. 

 
My child, my precious child, 

I love you so. 
 

This moment is a precious, holy moment, 
For I am here; 

You and I are here together. 
And though you may feel alone, 

In fact you are not. 
 

Rest a while in my presence, 
And I will hold you through, 

For I have strength enough for both of us. 
 

Let yourself relax in the wonder of my peace. 
 

Take courage, my child, 
For I am here and all shall be well. 

 
Yes, all shall be well. 

 
My child, my precious child, 

I love you so. 
 

Andy Fyall 

‘For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son that whoever believes in 
him may not die but have eternal life.’ 

John 3: 16 
 

The Gospel in a nutshell, 
The Good News for us to tell, 

The grace of God for all to feel, 
The hope of God so very real. 

 
Love made real, living, breathing, 
Christ in flesh, human and feeling. 

So where is God in my time of need, 
    He’s right there waiting to set you free. 

  Andy Fyall 
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A reflection as we pass the grim milestone of 100, 000                                    
deaths in the UK due to Covid 

Love Lives On  
 
Those we love are never really lost to us - we feel them in so many special ways- 
through friends they always cared about and dreams they left behind, in beauty that they 
added to our days... in words of wisdom we still carry with us and memories that never will 
be gone... Those we love are never really lost to us - For everywhere their special love lives 
on. 
 
 

We seem to give them back to you, 0 God who gave them to us. 
Yet as you did not lose them in giving,  
So do we not lose them by their return. 

Not as the world gives, do you give, 0 Lover of souls. 
What you give you do not away, 

For what is yours is ours also if we are thine. 
And life is eternal and love is immortal, 

And death is only an horizon, 
And an horizon is nothing save the limit of our sight. 
Lift us up, strong Son of God that we may see further; 

Cleanse our eyes that we may see more clearly; 
Draw us closer to yourself 

That we may know ourselves to be nearer to our loved ones who are with you. 
And while you prepare a place for us, prepare us also for that happy place, 

That where Thou art we may be also for evermore. 
 

Andy Fyall 

Sometimes. 
 

Sometimes, when the sun goes down, 
It seems it will never rise again... 

But it will ! 
 

Sometimes, when you feel alone, 
It seems your heart will break in two... 

But it won't ! 
 

And sometimes, it seems it's 
Hardly worthwhile carrying on... 

But it is ! 
 

Frank Brown 
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Praying and worshipping in a pandemic 
 
Once again we find our church doors locked and worship and prayer has returned to paper 
through the door and on line. 
 
I hope that the worship material you are receiving is helpful and that you feel a sense of 
the presence, hope and love of God as we share together, albeit remotely. 
 
Prayer Videos 
Thanks to Ketton Methodist Church for the inspiration for a new run of prayers for our   
local communities around the Circuit.  Watch each Sunday at 10.15am before Sunday 
worship as we pray for as different community each week. 
(Remember to refresh your screen between the Prayer video and morning worship!) 
 
We will also be developing other prayer videos to focus on other areas of life and work 
starting with the NHS each Wednesday at 7.15pm after evening prayer, why not light a 
candle and share together in prayer for the NHS during these difficult times. 
 
Sunday worship and Evening Prayer 
We are committed to providing worship online each week and Evening Prayer every day.   
The online church team are doing a wonderful job of ensuring that we are able to worship 
together in a meaningful and helpful way. 
 
We are always keen to welcome new members to the team.  If you want to offer to share in 
worship by reading, offering a prayer, sharing a testimony or as a preacher, please contact 
Andy for further information. 
 
You can join all our acts of worship at the appointed time by clicking here: 
https://stamfordmethodistchurch.online.church/  
 
Every evening at 7pm 
Sunday morning Prayer video at 10.15am 
Sunday worship at 10.30am 
 
There is a chat function available on Online Church and the opportunity to request private 
prayer with the host ‘minister’ who will be one of the Circuit Ministry team … and you 
don’t have to be a Facebook member to use this platform.  Do give it a go and enjoy     
worshipping remotely ‘together’. 
 
All recorded acts of worship are available afterwards by searching for Andy Fyall          
followed by the relevant date on Youtube  ( for worship on Sunday 27th December 2020 
i.e. search Andy Fyall 27th December ) 
 
All acts of worship can also be found on the Stamford Methodist Church Facebook Group 
after the event too. 
 
I will be keeping a careful eye on the restrictions as they change and, as soon as we are in 
a position to consider opening our churches for Sunday worship again, I will be offering 
support and information to Local Church Stewards and Councils. 
Hope is on the horizon – and hope does NOT disappoint us. 

Rev’d Andy Fyall, January 2021 

https://stamfordmethodistchurch.online.church/
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Pastoral Letter 
Dear friends, 
 
I wonder how you are feeling as you read this first issue of the Circuit Newsletter for 
2021? 
 
‘We had hoped’ is a phrase which rings around my mind.  Following lockdowns and       
restrictions in 2020, we had hoped that 2021 would begin with more freedom – and yet we 
find ourselves restricted again. 
 
The theme from the 1968 movie, ‘The Thomas Crown Affair’ seems to sum up the 
thoughts and feelings of many: 

 
‘Round, like a circle in a spiral 
Like a wheel within a wheel. 
Never ending or beginning, 
On an ever spinning reel 
Like a snowball down a mountain 
Or a carnival balloon 
Like a carousel that's turning 
Running rings around the moon 
 
Like a clock whose hands are sweeping 
Past the minutes of its face 
And the world is like an apple 
Whirling silently in space 
Like the circles that you find 
In the windmills of your mind’ 
 

https://youtu.be/gR2_fxAGvPU 
 
The cycle of restrictions and lockdown seems to be never ending, but there is hope on the 
horizon and the circles and spirals of restrictions are intended as a caring, loving and     
supportive response in playing our smalls parts in bringing this Covid pandemic to an end. 
 
So how ARE you feeling as you read this newsletter?  Take a moment to answer the      
question and then read on. 
 
If we remain focussed on the circles and spirals of life in lockdown, we will find ourselves 
locked in and feeling lost and hopeless. 
 
However Christian faith has a response.  We have a God who is love and in that love      
became human in Jesus.  Christmas reminds us of that and we have just celebrated it.  So 
let’s not forget the importance of Christmas in the dullness of January. 
 
God is with us; Emmanuel, who lived, breathed, spoke, felt, hurt, wondered and despaired 
just as we do.  Our God understands. 
 
 

Continued... 
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Nixon Memorial Hospital Sunflower Appeal 

 

Initially we had a good number of generous donors giving directly to the 

fund soon followed by Andrew Marshall and Conan’s sponsored “Walk the 

Circuit” in September and three months later, on a damp December day, 

Conan was joined by his son Josh and Andy Fyall to a sponsored cycle tour 

of the Circuit.  

 

We also received a donation from Trinity Methodist Church, Gosforth                    

(Newcastle-upon-Tyne) where Alderman Nixon was a member and he was 

the founder of the Nixon Memorial Hospital. 

 

By Mission Sunday on             

13th December we reached 

our goal of £10,000 and 

through the generosity of you, 

our Circuit friends and friends 

of friends, and a far few miles 

on foot and by bike, we have 

together  enabled this essential 

equipment which is already 

ensuring that all mothers and 

babies served by the Nixon 

Memorial Hospital are healthy.  

 

Many thanks for all your support in so many ways (especially for the cakes 

and chocolate for the walkers and cyclists). 

We, as a Church who care for others both near and far, are now               

considering our next challenge to once again improve the hospital’s          

facilities. 

 

Will you join us? 

https://youtu.be/gR2_fxAGvPU
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Nixon Memorial Hospital Sunflower Appeal 

 

Nixon Memorial Hospital is located in a remote part of Sierra Leone, one of 

the poorest countries in Africa.  It was established with the support of the 

Methodist Church in the 1950s and continues to have responsibility for its 

day to day activities. 

 

Stamford Methodist Church has 

been supporting this hospital on and 

off for the past twelve years and 

since 2012 through the support        

organisation ‘Friends of Nixon’ and 

we are now its largest donor with a 

total of over £50,000.   

 

The Rev Brian Lewis was the minister 

at the hospital in the 1970s.                

A year ago, in discussions with the 

Chairman of Friends of Nixon we 

were told of the need of Ultrasound 

Scanner for their Maternity Unit 

which would cost £10,000, which 

would include all costs and training 

of staff.  

This equipment is found in all hospitals and                                                      

clinics in the UK but the Nixon Memorial 

Hospital has never had one.  This          

equipment is important to ensure all        

prenatal examinations provide the          

midwives with important information          

relating to the health of both mother and 

child.               

  

We promised to find this extra £10,000 and 

the fundraising started on Mothering       

Sunday (March 23rd) – the very first Sunday 

of the first lockdown!                   

So all fundraising plans had to be  modified 

and under the leadership of Conan and 

Ailsa Lewis we went ahead.   
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Saint Paul reminded the early Church in Rome of just that when he wrote: 
 

‘And we boast in the hope of the glory of God. Not only so, but we also glory in our 
sufferings, because we know that suffering produces perseverance; perseverance, 
character; and character, hope. And hope does not put us to shame, because God’s 
love has been poured out into our hearts through the Holy Spirit, who has been given 
to us.’  Romans 5: 2-5 

 
Hope does not put us to shame, or in other versions, does not disappoint us. 
 
Hope for us, hope to share, hope for all.  HOPE. 
 
So how ARE you feeling? 
 
If you have decided to find and listen to ‘Windmills of your mind’ (quoted above), maybe 
now is the moment to fade the volume and find this instead:                                         
https://youtu.be/RRw8uxyN1Rc  - All my hope on God is founded. 
 
Wishing you every blessing for a hope-filled and healthy 2021, 
 

https://youtu.be/RRw8uxyN1Rc
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Pray without Ceasing February 2021                                                                                                                  

 

Suggestions for each day of the month. A few spaces have been left for your                      
own concerns. 

 

1.   For people with Birthdays or Anniversaries this month 

2.   Andy & Helen, Hannah & Matthew 

3.   Deepings Church 

4.   Empingham Chapel 

5.   Rev Ruth Charlesworth 

6.   Ketton Chapel 

7.   Oakham Church 

8.   Those who would usually use our premises on Mondays 

9.   Those who would usually use our premises on Tuesdays 

10. Those who would usually use our premises on Wednesdays 

11. Rev William Booker 

12. Ryhall Chapel 

13. Thurlby Chapel 

14. Rev Bekkie Wright Probationer Minister 

15. For those who feel isolated and lonely 

16. Uppingham Church 

17. Barn Hill Church 

18. Those who would usually use our premises on Thursdays 

19. Those who would usually use our premises on Fridays 

20. Those who would usually use our premises on Saturday 

21. Phil Jones Circuit Mission Enabler  

22. Bourne Chapel 

23. Sarah Lamb - Children and Families Worker 

24. Our Supernumerary Ministers & Local Preachers 

25. Luke Denley, Youth Outreach Worker  

26. ** 

27. Circuit Administrator Rowan 

28. Circuit Officers 

 

Any suggestions or requests please let Nina Rawlins know on 01780 753649 or            
email ninarawlins@yahoo.co.uk 
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Stamford 
We give thanks:  
For the Covid-19 vaccine, the scientists who have developed it and the NHS staff and others 
who are administering it so that the over 80’s, health workers and carers may begin to live 
without the fear of infection. 
For Andy and the other circuit staff who have continued to lead us in prayer and worship       
on-line while the churches are closed. 
For those who have continued to work to ensure that food and other necessities are available. 
For the teachers working to support children at school and those at home learning on-line. 
For the cooks in our new kitchen who provided Christmas lunch and gifts to over 200 people 
in Stamford. 
Please pray: 
For the members of our congregation, their friends and relatives who been bereaved or who 
are ill. 
For everyone to comply with the Lockdown regulations so that lives can be protected and we 

can return to a more normal way of life.  
 

Uppingham 
Lord, thank you that every season of my life is beautiful because you are with me in it.  
Forgive me for fearing change and looking backwards.  
Help me to trust and to see with your eyes.  Amen 
Written by Tracy Williamson. 
 
Circuit 
Give thanks for all those who are continuing to work to ensure that people are cared for and 
included in these tough times 
Pray for Sarah Lamb as she and the family prepare for the move to Sarah’s Probationary      
appointment 
Thank God for the ways in which every church engaged with people in their communities in 
different ways during Christmas.   
Pray about appropriate ways to continue in our mission and outreach. 
Pray for Rev’d Bekkie Wright as she prepares for her first District Probationer’s Committee 
meeting in March 
Pray for Leo and Charlotte Osborn as they move to the North East where Charlotte will serve 
as Priest in Charge of the Ford and Etal and Lowick with Kyloe and Ancroft Benefice,     
Northumberland. 
 

General: 
Pray for the NHS, medical scientists and keyworkers working hard to bring hope in the midst 
of the pandemic 
Pray for decision makers and all whose announcement affect the lives of others 
Pray for America, Iraq, Afghanistan and places of turmoil and concern 
 

 

mailto:ninarawlins@yahoo.co.uk
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Bourne 
We give thanks for the wonderful work of the NHS who, under severe pressure are           
continuing to give care to those who are sick.  We give thanks too for the corona virus jab 
now being given to so many.  We pray for all those who are alone and vulnerable. 
Lord, you are the light of the world and we know there is light at the end of this current 
darkness. 
 
Deepings 
We have recently said goodbye to two friends of long standing, Don and Anne Crawley who 
passed away within a few days of each other. We offer our prayers for their family at this 
particularly difficult time. And we remember others known known to us in our                
communities. 
In the wider world we see in our news that thousands of people have passed away, many of 
them victims of the current pandemic. We see the statistics regularly on our TV screens and 
remember that each number represents a person, a family affected. We pray for your       
presence in their lives and they mourn and your peace during these troubled times. 
We pray for the workers at every level in what we like to call our National Health Service. 
May they be given strength and inspiration, encouragement and motivation to continue their 
essential caring. 
 
Empingham 
Grateful thanks for all the encouragement, love & care we are receiving through the online 
prayers and services, this has helped keeping our church fellowship growing. Please pray 
for all who are missing the fellowship of meeting together, may they feel God's love all 
around them. 
 
Ketton 
Dear Lord, 
We pray for all who are sad, lonely, afraid or worried bring them peace and harmony and 
may they know your presence. 
Prayers are also being asked for all those amazing volunteers who are bringing help to those 
who cannot get out to do there own shopping due to shielding. They are such a blessing to 
so many, we thank you for there kindness. 
We give thanks for all who are involved in bringing prayers, services and messy church into 
our homes via the internet. Ketton fellowship especially pray for the family's of Betty      
Stevens and Sheila Saunders as they come to terms with their loss. Sheila was the widow of 
the late Rev Malcolm Saunders, may they rest in peace and rise in glory with a Lord. 
Be with us all Lord as we face more lockdowns, we need your strength and patience more 
than ever. All this we ask in your name.     Amen . 
 
Oakham 
We give thanks to our loving God for His gifts of the growth of new shoots in our gardens 
to lift our spirits, for the rays of sunshine promising Spring and the joy of seeing and      
hearing a variety of birds on our bird tables.  
We are so thankful, Lord, for these signs of hope and new life which bring us reassurance 
for the future from You. Amen. 
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Am I the only one? 
A reflection 

(With apologies to Adrian Plass) 
 

Am I the only one 
Who follows God, 
Newcastle United, 

The Repair Shop (with a box of tissues close to hand), 
And his own inclinations – usually in reverse order? 

I do hope not. 
 

Am I the only one 
Who likes Christmas films at any time of the year, 

Haydn’s ‘Insanae et vanae curae’ and  
The Sound of Music? 

Probably. 
 

Am I the only one 
who checks the sitting room carpet for big bits before hovering it 

then afterwards finds the suction pipe blocked with  
half bricks, rolls of tin foil, nests of tiddly winks, 

most of the Sunday Times and six pounds fifty three in small change? 
I doubt it. 

 
Am I the only one 

Who talks to himself loudly when he’s alone 
Then suddenly realises he isn’t, 

Feels silly, 
And tries to make it sound like a song? 

Surely not. 
 

Am I the only one 
Who hates all criticism, 

Especially the constructive sort, 
Because that usually means 

I have to do something about it? 
I don’t think so. 

 
Am I the only one 

who loves and needs love, 
and fails and fails and cries, 

and takes the hand of anyone whose turn it is to be strong, 
whose turn it is to be Jesus for me? 

Am I the only one? 
  

 
 
 

Rev’d Andy Fyall, January 2021 
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The Prayer Course 

 

I have run the Prayer Course – a 4 session look at having a personal prayer life – for 
around 3 years now, the last 2 being online via Zoom.  Here are some comments from the 
last day course participants (only some have been paid from my slush fund!): 

 

"An extremely helpful and thought-provoking course. I'd recommend Christians of all    
ages doing it." 

“It was amazing how the Group came together over Zoom. I have carried on by taking part 
in Evening Prayers and reading Try Praying and Angela Ashwin’s Heaven in Ordinary”  

“I would recommend the prayer course led by Phil Jones, as a way of gaining confidence 
with prayer in a friendly, relaxed way.” 

 

The course covers such things as approaching God, how we feel about being close to God 
(or not!), contemplation, praying with others in mind, pushing the boundaries of our    
prayer life etc. 

 

I’m not much cop at prayer which makes me the ideal leader!!  This isn’t “how to buff up 
your prayer life in 4 easy sessions” – it’s an open, honest and real way of getting one of 
the most important things we do back in perspective. 

 

We’ve just finished our last evening version – perhaps you’d like to think about attending 
the next one.  If so email me at pdvjones@hotmail.com.  You’ll enjoy it I’m sure and may 
even receive some bribery money to write the next review. 

 

Phil, Circuit Mission Enabler 

Book Suggestion 
‘Courage’ by Gordon Brown 

 
What is it that makes some men and women take difficult decisions and do the right thing 
against the odds when easier and far less dangerous alternatives are open to them?      
Why is it that some people have the courage to dare? 
To answer these questions, Gordon Brown (yes, the Prime Minister!) explores the issues 
of eight outstanding twentieth century figures – all very different people, with very         
different strengths and frailties, but sharing an extraordinary and inspirational courage   
outlined in these moving cameos. 
The people of courage written about are Nelson Mandela, Dietrich Bonhoeffer,           
Martin   Luther King, Robert Kennedy, Dame Cicely Saunders, Aung San Suu Kyi,    
Edith Cavell and Raoul Wallenburg. 

 
Rev’d Andy Fyall, January 2021 
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Prayer for the Circuit 
 

God who is with us at our beginning and ending, be with us now as we bring 

our prayers to you. 

 

We pray for all those who are suffering; be it through injustice, persecution, 

famine, poverty, disease, war or natural disasters. We pray that all nations 

and denominations come together to give ALL people a safe haven where 

they feel secure and prized so that their lives are enhanced. 

 

DEAR LORD EMBRACE THEM WITH YOUR LOVE. 

 

We pray for all our frontline workers. Give them the skills, strength and      

courage to carry on in this time of darkness and turbulence. 

 

DEAR LORD SURROUND THEM WITH YOUR GRACE AND KEEP THEM SAFE. 

 

We pray for our family and friends who we cannot be with at this time. They 

are so close yet so far away in these uncertain times. 

 

PROTECT THEM AND HOLD THEM IN YOUR HEART. 

 

Lastly we bring ourselves to you, our Lord, servant and master. Hear our 

lonely prayers of love and adoration. Without you our lives are mere           

existence. Let us hear that small voice that comes from within our very soul. 

Take our spark and make it into a flame so that you can lead us and use us 

to do your will. Help us find those who are lost and help those who are less 

fortunate than ourselves in anyway we can. 

 

We ask this in the name of your son Jesus Christ our Saviour. Amen 

Barry Turner (Oakham) 

mailto:pdvjones@hotmail.com
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LOCKDOWN DETECTIVES QUIZ 
 
During lockdown I have exchanged a quiz each week with my friend Mike!  To share the 
love, here is an alphabetical quiz based on TV detectives.  Some are quite obscure so if 
you get 26/26 I’ll send you a chocolate bar – otherwise that honour goes to the highest 
scorer.  Answers to pdvjones@hotmail.com. 
 

A: Aristocratic detective first penned by Ngaio Marsh 

B: Tough northern detective based in Leeds and Yorkshire moors 

C: Least sartorial policeman on the block – er, just one more thing…. 

D: PD James’ Commander 

E: Younger version of famous University town ‘tec 

F: Wartime sleuth 

G: 1960s policeman, up Durham way, sounds calm and unruffled? 

H: He’s a playboy, she’s a socialite but together they just love a good “moider” 

I: He wouldn’t stand for injustice.  Perry Mason’s follow-on! 

J: He’s without a paddle, magically (first name J) 

K: Not hirsute at all, loves ya baby! 

L: Stripy jumpers but dark atmosphere (last name L) 

M: Gentleman detective set in 1890s Toronto 

N: Asperger’s based lady detective in Malmo (last name N) 

O: David Janssen in this 1970s San Diego based cop show 

P: The little grey cells, Hastings! 

Q: Pathologist turned sleuth 

R: “This is…..at the tone leave your name and message, I’ll get back to you” 

S: Super intelligent detective just off Marylebone Road 

T: A saintly hero, solving crime and saving damsels in equal measure.  Moore please! 

U: Sunny and Cassie are our heroes and the series is called…….? 

V: Floppy hat, clapped out Land Rover – pet! 

W: Played by Norwegian and English actors, this dour depressive policeman 

X: Supernatural investigators from “the bureau” (series title) 

Y:  He's not the older Italian detective, he’s The…….? 

Z: Super hard one this – played by Rufus Sewell, this BBC series features an Italian tec 
called….? 

 

No Googling now (I mean it!) – send in your answers by 20th February. 

 

Phil Jones 

Mission Enabler 
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Journeys of Reflection 3:  Cul-de-Sacs and Turning Places 

On our previous journeys of reflection we have pondered on beginnings and how God has 
weaved His purpose into our lives. We have also thought about forever moments in our lives 
where God gave us special times of blessing. This reflection is firstly about cul-de-sacs and 
perhaps at the start of  2021 we might feel the year we have left behind has been a time of 
being stuck in one place, unable to fulfil our plans. Maybe we can learn from this and look 
back on other times in our lives when we have been “stuck” for whatever reason. 

Times when we have felt unable to continue as we had hoped, when we have been wanting 
to move on and yet felt held back. Cul-de-sacs are dead ends, the road stops abruptly and 
there is no way through – as the sign says “No Through Road”. I wonder if we have had 
times when God has said “No” despite our plans and desires. 
 
A Christian friend of mine felt a call to the Anglican ministry and began the process of        
interviews to begin her training. We all felt it was right as she was a truly devout lady with a 
great faith. It proved an anxious time for her as she travelled for meetings with folk to decide 
her future. Eventually came the devastating news that she hadn’t been accepted and we were 
all dumbfounded – she seemed perfect for the job. Undeterred, she took up a lay worker’s 
role in her church which proved a great success as she initiated many new ventures. Ten 
years later God guided her into re-applying to be a minister and she has just been accepted 
into training. God said “No” for reasons we will never understand, but the way was made 
clear for her at the right time. God’s timing and not hers! 
How about you? Maybe you have been stopped doing something that was important to you 
too? Was the outcome for the best? Perhaps it hasn’t been made clear yet? 
 
Secondly, turning places are spaces where we can do a U turn and go back the way we came. 
Sometimes God directs us to do this and when we look back perhaps we can remember times 
when we were sent back to where we came from, for whatever reason. In my experience God 
doesn’t always send us onwards, He also sends us back. This could involve things we have 
left undone, dreams and ambitions that haven’t been accomplished and left in the past,     
problems or disputes that have never been resolved. Perhaps in the past you have returned to 
a situation and been blessed by doing that – maybe you have seen as time went on, the good 
things that came out of that returning. 
 

Many years ago a family I know up North had a falling out. A relative took offence at       
something and would have nothing to do with her son or daughter-in-law. They felt very sad 
but never stopped keeping in touch, despite the letters being ignored and presents returned. 
They told me they felt they had to keep the door open for her when she was ready to forgive 
them, and somehow they thought that she would. Time went on, years in fact, then one day 
she met up with them at a family gathering. It was difficult but they were able to come        
together, albeit tentatively. They all went on to have a lovely few years of friendship before 
she died, so her turning back to them was indeed a blessing for all concerned. 
 
God calls us in so many different ways and sometimes His directions lead us into cul-de-sacs 
and turning places that at the time seem confusing, but in the end have given us joy and been 
right for us. 
                   “For I know the plans I have for you” declares the Lord, 

                   “plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope 

                    and a future”  Jeremiah 29:11 

 

Beryl Teasdale 

mailto:pdvjones@hotmail.com
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Hope 
January can be a difficult month for many in a normal year but in this coronavirus      
season, it will be harder than most.  Local Methodist Districts have produced some 

heart warming and uplifting ways to brighten people’s January and in this circuit we 
are doing some very simple things….                                                                                           

like the simple Lighthouse drawing designed by Sarah Lamb and her daughter Katie.  
  

Either…..cheat and print the finished colour one or……be creative and print the line 
drawing for YOU to colour and make your own!  Then simply display it in your window 

and when people say “what’s that” or “why?” tell them that Christians are people of 
hope even in the darkest times – just a bit of January light shining.  

Contributed by Phil Jones 
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Candlemas 
  

The feast of the Presentation of Christ in the Temple on 2nd February is forty days after 
Christmas and rounds off the Christmas season. 

It is known as Candlemas from the tradition of lighting many candles for this celebration. 

The Aconites 

Perhaps a few words of encouragement in these changing times - 
“There is a time for everything and a season for every activity under heaven.  

A time to be born and a time to die.  A time to plant and a time to uproot” 
Ecclesiastes 3, 

  
 

Contributed by Moyra Collins 

We begin in the dark                      
Then there was a spark                
Lighting a large candle                 
“The light of Christ.” 
The darkness diminishes              
“Thanks be to God” 
Many candles are now lit             
We each hold a candle                 
“The Lord is my light                   
The forty days of Christmas        
Lord of light eternal, shine    
 

Like much of our lives    
A dancing lick of flame 
Words rang around us: 
 
And in unison we reply: 
Light is stronger than darkness 
Flooding the church with light 
And He is my salvation.” 
Have climaxed in light 
In our hearts and in our lives.    
          

Amen. 

by David Adam from his book  ‘A Celebration of Winter’  

The wood was dark and cold             
All felt dull and even lifeless             
  
Bursting brightly from the earth        
The aconites braving the frost           
  
Sages travelled far seeking a star     
I shout with joy, “I’ve found it”!           
  
Before the bud turns into leaf           
Here is the precious aconite     
 

Brown leaves and snow afoot 
Until I saw the seam of gold. 
 
Enriching me and all who’d see 
Enduring the light snow. 
 
Looking for light and new life 
in the golden glowing aconite”. 
 
Before the birds begin to sing 
Bright harbinger of Spring.   

Amen.  

by David Adam from his book  ‘A Celebration of Winter’  
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It has now become evident to me, writes Armorel Carlyon, as a Bible believing Christian, 
the Methodist Church has been infiltrated by liberal theology to such an extent that the time 
has come for those Methodists who believe the Bible to be the inerrant Word of God to be 
prepared to make a stand. To stand alone for the truth is not an easy place to be in the       
permissive society when the views expressed do not accord with the present politically       
correct environment.  
  
She is saying that ‘liberal theology’ has become dominant in the Methodist Church; because 
it is dominant, it has created a ‘politically correct’ environment which seems to be accepted 
as received opinion; those who disagree feel that they will ‘stand alone’ if they express their 
disagreement. Those who disagree do so fundamentally; for them it is a defining issue of 
their Christian faith, the truth.  
  
Whether or not you accept her point of view, it points to a fundamental division in the 
Methodist Church. We know this already, of course, because some members, including, I 
am told, preachers and ministers, have already left the Methodist Church over the working 
party report; others have given warning of it as a resignation issue.   
  
The Task Group recognises this division. It refers more than once in the report to the need to 
remain united in love despite differences of opinion. It recognises, however, that this may 
be more difficult to achieve this time than in previous disagreements: Some will therefore 
see [our recommendations] as being much more serious and important than other matters 
that the Church has considered, and about which it has made provision for differing 
views.5.3.1). Armorel Carlyon sees the problem this way: [if the Task Group’s                  
recommendations are accepted] it will now be necessary for many Bible texts to be           
accepted as being ‘reinterpreted’ and the Methodist Doctrine changed accordingly to enable 
same-sex couples to be ‘married’, which will in turn prevent those of us who disagree with 
the recommendations, affirming our agreement with the new agreed Methodist Doctrine, 
leaving us with no option but to stand down from preaching the Gospel of Jesus Christ 
within the Methodist Church.   
  
The Task Group sees a ‘trajectory’ in the thinking of the Methodist Church over many years 
that leads to and justifies the further reforms it recommends. The opposing view regrets 
many of the previous changes and sees the latest as ‘a step too far’. This controversy is 
made more difficult because it reflects the secular debate about ‘liberal/progressive’         
dominance in our politics and wider society, which, for some of us, has resulted in             
damaging social changes.  
  
The risks all this presents to the future of the Methodist Church have not, I think, been       
sufficiently addressed so far. More attention needs to be given to them as the discussion 
about marriage and relationships continues.  
 
Ron Curtis  
 
* To read A View from the Pew Google:                                                                            
https://methodistevangelicals.org.uk/Publisher/File.aspx?ID=258262   where you will also 
find guidance for obtaining printed copies. Please feel free to contact me if you are unable 
to access this and would like a printed copy. 
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God in Love Unites Us  – Update on the Methodist Church process with       
regard to the report on Marriage and Relationships 

 
A message from the Chair of District, the Rev’d Canon Helen Cameron: 
 
‘We had hoped that our Spring Synod meeting in its Representative Session on 24th April 
in Northampton would be in person but we have to make contingency plans for a virtual 
Synod along with all other Districts. We would be more relaxed about having to do so if 
we were not engaging with a very important topic of the provisional legislation of the 
“God in Love Unites Us” Conference Report. We have already postponed dealing with 
this Report in the Spring Synod and the Conference of 2020 and further delay is unwise, 
not least because some smaller Districts have managed to meet in person at an early stage 
last year and conducted their votes. The process needs to be brought to a conclusion        
because this is an important matter, which reflects clearly the kind of Church we wish to 
be or become.  
 
I trust it is helpful to remind you of the stage we had reached within the District before the 
pandemic struck us. We had ensured that full copies of the Conference Report were made 
available in the Circuits and local Churches. We had encouraged conversations at local 
church and Circuit level and had signposted the many resources made available for study 
and reflection. The Connexional team provided much of these resources, but we also  
signposted to extra resources provided by two groups, Methodist Evangelicals Together 
(MET) and Dignity & Worth. Both of these groups provided links on their web-sites to 
materials provided by the other group. We encouraged you to read widely, reflect deeply 
and be courageous in talking together about the subject.  
We held 4 District consultations in the previous connexional year and one in 2019.  I led 
these consultations, which provided an introduction to the material in the report, which is 
not just about same sex marriage, but about how all our loving relationships might reflect 
God’s glory – the report also addresses issues of co-habitation and ending relationships 
well. The consultations were clear in looking at the provisional legislation that we are     
going to vote on in the Synod. In all of the consultations I emphasised that we could      
disagree with one another and still be in a good relationship with one another. We have, as 
a Church, disagreed before about other topics. I drew everyone’s attention to the 
“conscience clauses” embedded in the provisional legislation which if voted for by the 
Synods and ultimately the Conference will permit a minister to decide, according to their 
conscience, if they wish to perform marriages for partners of the same sex, or not. The 
same conscience clause allows a local Church Council to agree, or not, that a marriage   
between persons of the same sex can take place in the local Methodist Church. This might 
be described as a ‘mixed economy” where we decide what we think is right according to 
our conscience, and indeed, can at a later point change our minds and our views if so    
convinced.  Such a mixed economy might reflect a mature perspective which accepts we 
will not all agree on this topic but we can, in our diversity, disagree well and still value 
one another.  
 
I am writing now because we must on April 24th; however we meet, make a considered 
and thoughtful response to the Report and its provisional legislation. So, I am writing to 
you now, to invite your prayers for the process we are involved in, to pray for those who 
are most anxious and fearful, as well as those who know deep longing about these issues, 
for those who left us long ago over these issues and those who worry they cannot stay      
after this vote. Let us pray for one another, because we are all one in Christ Jesus.’ 
 
Please keep this matter in your prayers as the Methodist Church seeks to discern the will 
of God for the future. 
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Ron Curtis, a member at Oakham Methodist Church and one of our Local Preachers, offers 
this reflection: 
 

A VIEW FROM THE PEW  
Mrs Armorel J. Carlyon was very busy during Lent this year. Her name rather gives away 
where she comes from - Cornwall. She is, she writes, ‘a life long Methodist and Local 
Preacher with a Bible Christian background’. It runs in the family! Her great, great, great 
grandmother, Elizabeth Collett, started  preaching as a young woman in 1782, in the last 
decade of John Wesley’s life!  
  
Attending a consultation meeting about the Marriage and Relationships Task Group’s      
report, God in Love Unites Us, she felt she had to leave due to remarks made by a Minister 
‘to members of the Methodist chapels present concerning their prejudice and attitude        
towards homosexuals, lesbians and transgender people’. Then, she says, she ‘sat on the wall 
outside and broke my heart in a way that in 80 years I have never experienced.’ She broke 
her heart because ‘the Methodist Church of which I have been part since I was born would 
never be the same again’. In retrospect she now sees that moment as an Epiphany; and 
clearly one that led her to action. For so it was that during Lent this year Armorel Carlyon 
became busy! Every evening throughout Lent she devoted 2 hours responding, paragraph by   
paragraph, to the report God in Love Unites Us. By Easter Day she had completed her task; 
ready to publish, with a bibliography of books and articles she had read along her ‘journey’.  
  
Her paper, to which she gave the title A View from the Pew, can be read on the website of 
Methodist Evangelicals Together (MET)* and printed copies can also be obtained.  
  
The paper is necessarily long, 28 pages in all, and is best read alongside the report God in 
Love Unites Us. It resoundingly rejects the thinking, argument and  conclusions of the 
working party report and, importantly, its theology.   
  
I was particularly struck with Armorel Carlyon’s deep concern for marriage and family as it 
has always been understood by Christians; the harm that will come from redefining it; 
which also opens the way for further redefinitions in the future. She is scathing about the 
disregard of the Task Group for the health and welfare of children (Throughout the whole of 
this report I can only find two references to the word child/children. 1.3.4). She explores in 
detail the (free and easy) way the Task group has interpreted the Bible and concludes that if 
the report is accepted the Methodist Church will then be adopting Doctrine which is          
contrary to scripture (4.3.12) She criticise also the absence of a definition of ‘love’ in the 
report; for her three quite different kinds of love are found in the Bible.  
  
These are some of the important issues, but I recommend A View from the Pew be read in 
its entirety.  
  
It is also most important to highlight what Armorel Carlyon’s paper shows, just how        
fundamental are the issues at stake in the current discussion; how little meeting of minds 
there is; how little scope for compromise; and therefore, the risks there are to the Methodist 
Church.  
 
 

 
 

Continued…. 


